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Abstract
Face recognition is important in human identification. The biological recognition
technique acts as a good method and broad applications in security areas. This work
presents a method to improve the face recognition accuracy using a combination of
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and Wavelet Transform. Wavelet Transform is used
to decompose the input image with different levels and rearrangement of subband of
wavelet in a way that extract a good information from the image; PCA is used as data
redundancy and take the better representation of input data. We apply the proposed method
on standard face recognition dataset, the ORL data and dataset from our environment to
make the proposed method be practical. The comparison for different levels of wavelet
show that the third level has better recognition accuracy with respect to other levels .Finally
the performance of the proposed method is compared with other methods and gives better
recognition accuracy.
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ﺗﻣﯾﯾز اﻟوﺟﮫ ﺑﺎﺳﺗﻌﻣﺎل ﺗﺣﻠﯾل اﻟﻣرﻛﺑﺎت اﻷﺻﻠﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺻورة ﻣﻊ ﺗﺣوﯾل اﻟﻣوﯾﺟﺔ
 ﻋﺒﺎس ﺣﺴﯿﻦ ﻣﺮي.د.م
اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻨﺼﺮﯾﺔ/  ﻛﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﮭﻨﺪﺳﺔ/ﻗﺴﻢ اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎء

:اﻟﺧﻼﺻﺔ
ﯾﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻮﺟﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻷﻣﻮر اﻟﻤﮭﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﮭﻮﯾﺔ اﻟﺒﺸﺮﯾﺔ و ﺗﻌﺪ ﺗﻘﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﺒﯿﻮﻟﻮﺟﻲ ﺑﻤﺜﺎﺑﺔ طﺮﯾﻘﺔ
 ﯾﻘﺪم ھﺬا اﻟﻌﻤﻞ طﺮﯾﻘﺔ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﯿﻦ دﻗﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻮﺟﻮه ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام.ﺟﯿﺪة و ذات ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻘﺎت واﺳﻌﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺠﺎﻻت اﻷﻣﻨﯿﺔ
، ﯾﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﺗﺤﻮﯾﻞ اﻟﻤﻮﯾﺠﺎت ﻟﺘﺤﻠﯿﻞ اﻟﺼﻮرة اﻟﻤﺪﺧﻠﺔ ﻣﻊ ﻣﺴﺘﻮﯾﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ. وﺗﺤﻮﯾﻞ اﻟﻤﻮﯾﺠﺎت،ﻣﺰﯾﺞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺒﺎت اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ
 ﻛﻤﺎ ﯾﺘﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺒﺎت،وإﻋﺎدة ﺗﺮﺗﯿﺐ ﻣﺮﻛﺒﺎﺗﮫ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻮﯾﺠﺎت ﺑﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻧﺘﺰاع ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺟﯿﺪة ﻣﻦ اﻟﺼﻮرة
ORL  ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت، طﺒﻘﻨﺎ اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﻗﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ.اﻻﺻﻠﯿﺔ ﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﻞ واﺗﺨﺎذ أﻓﻀﻞ ﺗﻤﺜﯿﻞ ﻣﻦ إدﺧﺎل اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت

 ﻛﺎن اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ.  وﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﻟﻤﺴﺘﻮﯾﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺤﻮﯾﻞ اﻟﻤﻮﯾﺠﺎت.وﻣﻦ ﺑﯿﺌﺘﻨﺎ ﻟﺠﻌﻞ اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ
 وأﺧﯿﺮا ﺗﺘﻢ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ أداء اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﻣﻊ أﺳﺎﻟﯿﺐ أﺧﺮى وأﻋﻄﺖ.ﻟﺪﯾﮫ أﻓﻀﻞ دﻗﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف ﻓﯿﻤﺎ ﯾﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﻤﺴﺘﻮﯾﺎت أﺧﺮى
.ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ أدق
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1. Introduction
The user authentication is increasingly important over the past few years, because the
security is required everywhere.. Recently, biological authentication technologies across
fingerprint, iris, palm print, and face, etc are playing a crucial role and attracting intensive
interests for many researchers. Among them, face recognition is a friendly alternative because
the authentication can be completed in a hands-free way without stopping user activities.
Also, the face recognition system is economic with the low-cost of cameras and computers. It
is extensively feasible to identity authentication, access control, and surveillance, etc [1].
Face recognition can be applied for a wide assortment of problems like image and film
processing, human-computer interaction, criminal identification etc. A face image has high
dimension. The Eigen faces algorithm has been a mainstay in the field of face recognition due
to the high dimensionality of face images. While providing minimal reconstruction error, the
Eigen face-based transform space de-emphasizes high-frequency information, effectively
reducing the information available for classification.
The process of dimensionality reduction is an essential stage in face recognition tasks
where the data have an intrinsically high dimensionality. Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is used to reduce the dimensionality of image space. Recognition is performed by
projecting a new image into the subspace spanned by the Eigen faces (‘face space’) and then
classifying the face by comparing its position in the face space with the positions of the
known individuals. While trying to reduce the dimensionality of image space it can remove
the information required to discriminate objects within that space [2].
In practice, there are several limitations accompanying PCA-based methods.
Basically, PCA representations encode second-order dependencies of patterns. For face
recognition, the pixel wise covariance among the pixels may not be sufficient for recognition.
PCA usually gives high similarities indiscriminately for two images from two different
persons or from a single person. It is well known that wavelet based image representation has
many advantages and there is strong evidence that the human visual system processes images
in a multiscale way according to psycho visual research. Converging evidence in psychology
is consistent with the notion that the visual system analyses input at several spatial resolution
scales. An image is represented as a weighted combination of basic functions by spatial
frequency analysis, in which high frequencies carry finely, detailed information and low
frequencies carry approximation information. Recently, there have been revived interests in
applying wavelet techniques to solve many real world problems and computer vision in
particular. Examples include image database retrieval and face recognition. An appropriate
wavelet transform can result in robust representations of capturing substantial facial features
while keeping computational complexity low [3].
In recent years, a number of approaches seem to offer promising, solutions to be
practical tools for face recognition. One of the appeals of these approaches is their ability to
take nonlinear or high-order statistical features into account while tackling the
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dimensionality-reduction problem efficiently. Examples of previous works include: 1)
wavelet transform is used to decompose an image into different frequency subbands, and a
lowland wavelet is used for PCA representation [4], the recognition result was 86%, 2)
combining the wavelet subband representations and kernel associative memories [3] which
satisfy the recognition result 98%. , 3) A technique for face recognition based on discrete
cosine transform together with PCA [5], The recognition result was 96.5% and 4) connection
of two stages – Feature extraction using principle component analysis and recognition using
the feed forward back propagation Neural Network [6] with recognition 97%.Complementing
the previously mentioned, we propose a method than can take all the bands of wavelet
transform as feature extraction for face representation with PCA.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly describe the principle of
PCA .Section 3 explains the eigenfaces. Section 4 describes wavelet transform and the lowest
sub band image representation. Section 5 presents our proposed method, experiment results
are summarized in Section 6 followed by discussions and conclusions in Section 7.

2. Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is one of the most successful methods that have been used in pattern recognition.
The purpose of PCA is to reduce the large dimensionality of the data space for describing the
data efficiently.
It is mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms the
data to a new coordinate system such that the largest variance by any projection of the data
comes to lie on the first coordinate (called the first principal component), the second greatest
variance on the second coordinate, and so on. PCA is theoretically the optimum transform for
given data in least square terms. It can be used for dimensionality reduction in a data set by
retaining those characteristics of the data set that contribute most to its variance, by keeping
lower-order principal components and ignoring higher-order ones. Such low-order
components often contain the "most important" aspects of the data [5]. This method can be
described as follows:
Suppose A= [aij] rxc is a face image, where r and c are the number of rows and column of the
image, respectively; aij is the grey value of the pixel in the ith row and jth column. This matrix
can be arranged into a column vector:
X = [a11 a21 … ar1 a12 a22 … ar2 …. a1c a2c … arc]T

(1)

Where X is a D = rxc dimension vector.
One face image can be considered as statistical sample. Thus, giving a group of face M image
samples in the training database.
G ={ X0, X1, …, XM-1 }

(2)
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and the covariance matrix can be calculated as
(3)
(4)
where i=1,2,…,r.c , m is the average vector of the training samples and M is the number of
images in the training sample set.
Let λ1 , λ2 ,…, λd and v1 , v2 ,…, vd be eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvector
obtain from the covariance of S respectively. The eigenvalues can be arranged in a descending
order (λ1 λ2 … λd 0 ) with the highest eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors
dimensions that has the strongest correlation to the original image .
The eigenvalues that are very small, whose corresponding eigenvectors give not important
contribution to represent the face image samples are ignored. The eigenvectors with the
highest eigenvalues are projected into space and are known are eigenfaces since these images
are like faces. This projection results in a vector represented by fewer dimensions (d<D)
containing coefficients [a1, …ad][4].

3. Eigenfaces
Basically, eigenface is the eigenvector obtained from PCA. In face recognition, each
training image is transformed into a vector by row concatenation. The covariance matrix is
constructed by a set of training images. Turk and Pent land [7] developed a face recognition
system using PCA. The eigenface space is obtained by applying the eigenface method to the
training images. Later, the training images are projected into the eigenface space. Next, the
test image is projected into this new space and the distance of the projected test image to the
training images is used to classify the test image [8].Figure. (1) shows the eigenface of
training images.

Fig.(1) . Eigenface of training images
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4. Discrete Wavelet Transform
Wavelet Transform has been a popular tool for multi resolution image analysis for the
past years . An image, which is a 2D signal, is decomposed using the 2D wavelet tree
decomposition algorithm . The original image is process along the x and y direction by H0[k]
and H1[k] filter bank which, is the row representation of the original image. It is decomposed
row-wise for every row using 1D decomposition algorithm to produce 2 levels of Low (L)
and High (H) components approximation. The term L and H refer to whether the processing
filter is low pass or high pass. Because of the down sampling operation that is perform on the
L and H image the resultant matrices are rectangular of size (N x N/2). These matrices are
then transposed and decomposed row-wise again to obtain four N/2 x N/2 square matrices.
The down sampling that is then performs on these matrices will generate LL, LH, HH, HL
components. Each of these images corresponds to four different wavelet sub band . The LL
component (the approximation function component) decomposed to obtain further details of
the image; the other wavelet component (LH, HH, HL) can also be decomposed further.
Figure (1) shows two wavelet decomposition to one of training images [5].

Fig.( 2) . Level 2 Wavelet Decomposition [5]

5. Proposed Method
A multi feature wavelet transform with PCA method is developed to overcome the
limitation of the wavelet transform; we have utilized Euclidian distance in order to carry out
the classification of faces. The proposed method is illustrated in Figure 3, 4.The proposed
method consists of two stages, training stage in which the feature extraction, have been
performed and the recognition stage to identify the unknown face image. The training step
includes the feature extraction of training images. The extracting feature from the image
identifies the representational basis for images in the domain of interest. Subsequently, the
recognition step translates the unknown face according to the representational basis, identified
in the training step.
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Now suppose we have M images in the training set have size rxc.It need to build data
base from these images, this building shown in the following steps:
1. Obtain M training images P1, P2 …, P M .
2. Apply wavelet transform (1 level) for each image to get W1, W2… WM ,which have
four sub bands LL, LH, HL and HH.
3. Produce a new matrix called Yi that
Yi= [ LL LH HL HH].

(5)

4. Apply Esq.’s(1-4) on each matrices Y1, Y2 …, YM to get matrix S.
The Covariance matrix S has simply been made by putting one modified image vector
obtained in one column each. Also note that is a(r.c)x(r.c) matrix and A is a(r.c)2xM
matrix[9].
We now need to calculate the Eigenvectors ui of S , However note that S is a
2
(r.c) x(r.c)2 matrix and it would return (r.c)2 Eigenvectors each being (r.c)2 dimensional. For
an image this number is huge. The computations required would easily make the system run
out of memory. Instead of the Matrix AAT consider the matrix ATA. Remember A is a
(r.c)2xM matrix, thus ATA is a MxM matrix. If we find the Eigenvectors of this matrix, it
would return M Eigenvectors, each of Dimension Mx1, let’s call these Eigenvectors vi . The
Eigenvectors of ATA is ui:
ui= A. vi

(6)

We have found out vi earlier. This implies that using vi we can calculate the M largest
Eigenvectors of AAT. M (r.c)2 as M is simply the number of training images [7].
The Eigenvectors found at the end of the previous section, ui .Now each face in the training
set, can be represented as a linear combination of these Eigenvectors ui, These Eigenfaces can
be calculated as
(7)
Each normalized training image is represented in this basis as a vector.
(8)
The weight form a vector

that describes the contribution of each eignface in representing

the input face image treating the eigenfaces as a basis for face images
base of training faces is built as shown in Figure.(3).
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Now suppose that we are given an unknown face and it is required classifying to nearest face.
The simplest method for determining which face class provides the best description of an
input face image is to find the face class k that minimizes the Euclidian distance
(9)
where

is a vector describing the kth face class. A face is classified as belonging to

class k when minim

.For distance measures the most commonly used measure is the

Euclidean Distance The Euclidean Distance is probably the most widely used distance metric.
It is a special case of a general class of norms.
Now consider we have found out the Eigenfaces for the training images, their associated
weights after selecting a set of most relevant Eigenfaces and have stored these vectors
corresponding to each training image. If an unknown probe face F is to be recognized the
recognition stage is applied as shown in Figure.(4) and have the following steps::
1. Apply wavelet transform (1 level) for the image to get W, which have four subbands
LL, LH, HL, and HH.
2. Produce a new matrix called Y that
Y= [ LL LH HL HH].
(10)
3. The incoming face Y is normalized as Z=Y-m .Where m is the average vector of the
training faces.
4. Project this normalized face onto the eigenfaces to find .
(11)
5. Find

in Eq(9) .if the

is minimum distance the input face associated with class

vector .
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Fig.( 3). Block diagram of training stage

6. Experimental Result
The software for face recognition was built using MATLAB. This environment was
chosen because it easily supports image processing, image visualization, and linear algebra.
The proposed method was tested against different databases to determine the
performance of the method. There are two face database used in the simulation. The first data
set is from the Olivetti Oracle Research Lab ORL

[10]

. The ORL database (Fig.5) consists of

400 frontal faces (males and females); 10 tightly cropped images of 40 individuals with
variations in pose, illumination, facial expressions and accessories. The size of each image is
92×112. The method was trained by T (number of training images) images for each person;
the remaining images were used for testing.
The second data set is taken from our environment to show that, the proposed method
can be applied practically in our live.Fig.6 shows these images. The result (listed in Table 1)
shows that recognition accuracy of combination of wavelet with PCA and the proposed
method for our data base with varying the number of the training images. From this table it
can be noted that, increasing number of the training image improves the recognition accuracy.
In Table 2, the recognition results are illustrated for the ORL face dataset by
comparing levels of wavelet decomposition, which show that three levels of decomposition
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yields better recognition accuracy as shown in Figure.(7). To show the quality of the
proposed method the result is compared with the other techniques which are 1. Low band
wavelet [4], 2. Wavelet with Kernel Associative Memory (WT-KAM) [3], 3. DCT Blocks with
PCA [5], 4. PCA with neural network [6].
Test
image
Apply wavelet transform
LL

LH

HL

HH

Rearrangement
LL

LH

HL

HH

Z= [LL LH HL HH]-m

Project onto the
Eigenspace

Eigenfaces

Euclidean Distance DM

Identified face

Fig.( 4). Block diagram of recognition stage

Table 1. Effect of varying the
number of training images for our
data

Table 2. Comparison of the result
method

Recognition
accuracy of
proposed method
(%)

Recognition accuracy
(%)

Low band

86

2

70

WT-KAM

98

3

100

DCT - PCA

96.5

PCA -NN

97

Number of
training
images (T)

wavelet
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Fig.( 5) .Example of ORL data base [9]

Fig.( 6) .Example of our data base

100
99
98
WT-1
WT-2
WT-3

Accuracy (%)

97
96
95
94
93
92
91

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

Number of Training Images

Fig.(7) comparison of the accuracy for different level of the
wavelet transforms for ORL data.

7. Conclusion
A method for face recognition is presented in this paper by combining PCA with
wavelet transform. Wavelet Transform is used to decompose the input image into several sub
bands, each with a different frequency component which has import information. PCA is then
applied on these sub bands to reconstruct the image into vector representation. This
combination gives good recognition accuracy when applying the proposed method for our live
images and standard faces images. From the results it can be concluded that, increase the
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number of images in training stages improves the efficiency of recognition as it is clear in
tables and figures, also third level of wavelet is the best performance compared with other
levels.
The proposed method is compared with other method as shown in result and it gives a
better recognition rate. It can conclude that, the proposed method can be applied in practical
recognition.
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